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ENHANCING
VALUE
LIVING OUT
VALUES

DIVISIONS AND FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
DIVISIONS
BEKAERTDESLEE

CWS-BOCO

100%

82.19%

EQUITY INTEREST

BekaertDeslee is a globally leading specialist
for the development and manufacturing of
woven and knitted mattress textiles and
ready-made mattress covers.
www.bekaertdeslee.com

OPTIMAR

ELG

100%

EQUITY INTEREST
CWS-boco ranks among the leading international full-service providers of individual
washroom hygiene and textile solutions.
www.cws-boco.com

ROVEMA

100%

EQUITY INTEREST

ELG is a global leader in the trading, processing
and recycling of raw materials for the stainless
steel industry as well as high performance
materials such as superalloys, titanium and
carbon fibres.
www.elg.de

TAKKT

100%

1

50.25%

EQUITY INTEREST

EQUITY INTEREST

EQUITY INTEREST

Optimar is a global leader for automated fish
handling systems for use on ships, on land
and for fish farms.
www.optimar.no

ROVEMA is a global leader in the manufacturing of packaging machines and equipment for
a wide variety of products and applications.
www.rovema.com/en

TAKKT bundles a portfolio of B2B direct
marketing specialists for business equipment
in Europe and North America in a single
company.
www.takkt.de
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Management plans on an equity investment in 2018.

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
CECONOMY

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE
FOLLOWING GRI INDICATORS:
METRO

25.00%

EQUITY INTEREST
CECONOMY is Europe’s leading platform
for companies, concepts and brands in the
sector of consumer e lectronics.
www.ceconomy.de/en

22.50%

EQUITY INTEREST
METRO is one of the leading international
companies in the wholesale and food service
sector.
www.metroag.de/en

G4-3

G4-4

G4-8

G4-17

G4-5

FRANZ HANIEL & CIE. GMBH

FAMILY EQUITY
SINCE 1756!
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH is a German family-equity company. Our approach
combines the best of both worlds: We are building a diversified portfolio with the
professionalism of a private equity investor. Yet at the same time, we are a family-owned
enterprise that adheres to the values of the “honourable businessman”.
Haniel is building a diversified portfolio with the objective of increasing value.
As a value developer, we pursue a long-term and sustainable investment strategy.
This is possible due to equity provided for an unlimited term by the family shareholders.
Haniel strives to achieve this economic goal in harmony with ecological and social goals.
We have been headquartered in Duisburg-Ruhrort since our founding in 1756.
Here, new ideas have been conceived, realised and refined for more than 260 years,
and will continue to mould the future. Thinking in generations, acting sustainably,
shaping the future – these values are what define our objective of being “enkelfähig”.
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Haniel Corporate Responsibility Report 2017 / We are value developers

WE ARE
VALUE DEVELOPERS
As a family-equity company Haniel is building a portfolio with market-leading c ompanies.
The rule is: We combine the professionalism of a private equity investor with the understanding
of the values of a family business.

ONLINE

Watch this film to learn more
about Haniel as a value
developer.

Haniel has set a goal of growing the portfolio to up to ten
equity investments. Only those investments that fit with
the Company and its values are considered. To that end,
an acquisition filter serves to examine the extent to which
potential business models make a contribution to the
diversification of the Haniel portfolio, are sustainable and
viable for the future, and generate a reasonable value contribution. Our goal is to find companies that can develop
into market leaders with our help.

We support the growth of our portfolio companies. There
is no blueprint for this; rather, we find an individual path
for each division. We analyse precisely the current stage
of the company’s growth and identify the core strategic
themes. Portfolio companies in an early business stage
receive prioritised support through investment capital
and expertise in financing, corporate governance or
human resources. We offer mature companies targeted
added value, such as with respect to digital transformation. In this manner we are able to successfully develop
the potential of each investment to the furthest extent
possible – this is what makes us a value developer.
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MANAGEMENT APPROACH AND INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

ADDED VALUE THROUGH
FLEXIBLE PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
CAPITAL

STRATEGY

• Makes equity available
for growth
• Provides access to financial
instruments and markets
• Develops an appropriate
capital structure

• Strategic / operational planning
• Target dialogue
• Regular performance reviews

DIGITALISATION

HR

• Schacht One
• Projects
• Networks
• Learning opportunities through
investment in venture capital funds

• Staffs top management positions
• Talent management and
succession planning
• Haniel Academy
• Development programmes
• Organises conferences and
facilitates professional dialogue

COMPETENCIES

SUSTAINABILITY / CR
• Target dialogue
• Conceptual support
• Group-wide network
• Benchmarking

GOVERNANCE

• Experts and management tools
• Support for mergers & acquisitions
• Access to networks
• Benchmarking / consulting projects

• Decentralised management /
principle of subsidiarity
• Flexible, yet professional
• Lawful / transparent
• Implementation of Haniel’s
standards

INDIVIDUAL STRENGTH
AND BALANCE ENSURE SUCCESS
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CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
Enhancing value – living out values – in line with this principle, Haniel has been
combining entrepreneurial drive with a stable core of values for 260 years. A
 ccordingly,
corporate responsibility is deeply ingrained in the company’s DNA and is adhered to
in equal measure by the owner family and the management. This means c ombining
economic success with responsibility for employees, society and the environment,
thereby creating value over generations.

The Holding Company places its focus where it has
leverage: In developing and managing equity investments. Haniel lays down guidelines and principles
for CR management in the divisions. The Holding
Company identified the expectations of the relevant
stakeholder and interest groups in a systematic
stakeholder dialogue in 2013. The results were used to
derive a CR management approach and a CR organisa
tion in order to successfully anchor sustainability in
the corporate structure. The Holding Company continues
to adhere to its proven CR management approach.
CLEAR DEFINITION OF HANIEL CR ACTION AREAS

While taking into account expectations placed on
an appropriate CR organisation as well as those
peculiarities of a diversified group of companies
with decentralised management which make Haniel
unique, content continues to be accentuated.
Common CR action areas and individual initiatives
are discussed in dialogue with the divisions. Haniel’s
Management Board and the management teams of
the divisions agree on objectives and measures and
discuss progress in regular top management meetings.
In this way, the Holding Company ensures that the
portfolio companies continually review how their business activities affect the environment and society.

This GRI report is based on the three CR action areas –
Employees, Value Chain and Innovation – for the last
time, since these are based on the Holding Company’s
first stakeholder survey and materiality analysis from
2013, which is currently under review. This review is
a result of the experiences and further developments
collected by Haniel in recent years in the field of
corporate responsibility, as well as a change in the
CR organisation: The responsibility for coordinating
CR activities in the Holding Company and the Haniel
Group was transferred in 2017 from “Shareholders and
Sustainability” department to Strategic Investment
Controlling. In addition, new external requirements
make an adjustment necessary. This includes in
particular the European Union’s CSR Directive and the
corresponding German implementing legislation.
Based on the above, in 2017 the Holding Company
initiated an additional process of determining the
material topics with respect to environmental,
employee and social issues, as well as respect for
human rights and combating corruption and bribery.
Starting from the materiality analyses already conducted, the CR experts in the Haniel Group identified
these topics, which were then coordinated between
top management at the divisions and the Haniel
Management Board. The result is published online in
the separate report on the non-financial statement
at the corporate websites.
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CR MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANISATION
As a family-equity company, Haniel’s objective is to
systematically anchor Corporate Responsibility (CR)
within all phases of value creation. On the basis of
a shared understanding of values and in a mutual
d ialogue, the Holding Company and the divisions continually push forward with their commitment to CR.
CR ASPIRATION AS AN OWNER

The Holding Company places its focus where it has
leverage: In developing and managing equity investments. Haniel lays down guidelines and principles
for CR management. Rules of procedure which set
out the framework for collaboration on the basis

of statutory provisions stipulate that the Holding
Company be involved in the development of the
divisions’ CR strategies. This is because it has an
interest in all equity investments prioritising those
CR issues which are relevant to them on the basis of
stakeholder expectations, developing on that basis
an individual CR programme for each business model
with objectives and measures, and implementing them
by establishing a CR organisation. At the management and departmental levels, there are Corporate
Responsibility officers and a regular CR dialogue
between the Holding Company and the other divisions.
Group-wide Corporate Responsibility initiatives are
discussed if necessary at meetings with the CEO, to
which Haniel’s Management Board regularly invites
decision-makers from the divisions. In addition, the
Holding Company organises the Group CR Round
Table, where CR experts exchange information
and experience.

CR ORGANISATION AT THE HANIEL GROUP
HANIEL MANAGEMENT BOARD

HANIEL CR OFFICERS

MANAGEMENT BOARD /
DIVISIONAL MANAGING DIRECTORS

DIVISIONAL CR OFFICERS

GOVERNANCE
bilateral

QUARTERLY MEETINGS

CR DIALOGUE

EXCHANGE
overarching

CEO MEETINGS

The Holding Company continues to adhere to its
proven CR management approach. While taking
into account expectations placed on an appropriate
CR organisation as well as those peculiarities of a
diversified group of companies with decentralised
management which make Haniel unique, content
continues to be accentuated. Common CR action areas
and individual initiatives are discussed in dialogue with
the divisions. Haniel’s Management Board and the
management teams of the divisions agree on objectives and measures and discuss progress in regular top
management meetings. In this way, the Holding Company ensures that the portfolio companies continually
review how their business activities affect the environment and society.
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CR ROUND TABLE

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-34

G4-37
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STAKEHOLDER
DIALOGUE
A dialogue that is open, regular and based on trust
with stakeholder and interest groups forms the
f oundation for the Haniel CR strategy as well as
s ocial acceptance of the entrepreneurial decisions.
At the same time, these exchanges provide important s timulus for the further development of the
s ustainability management.

Both the Holding Company and the divisions maintain a continual dialogue with their stakeholders.
In addition to personal discussions with partners
in the day-to-day operations, the Holding Company
has established various formats for the relevant
stakeholder groups: owners and lenders, for example
receive comprehensive and prompt information in the
“Family Call”, the investor call or the annual accounts
press conference. Well-trained employees are a prerequisite for a company’s long-term success. That is

why human resources development, staff retention and
identification are key elements of the human resources
strategy, which require continual exchanges with
the employees. Opportunities for this are offered by
the annual staff dialogue, management conferences
and the staff survey, which the Holding Company
conducts every two years.
SYSTEMATIC STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE

The Haniel Holding Company conducted a systematic
analysis of the expectations and requirements of
the stakeholders for the first time in the spring of
2013. What priorities should Haniel set in the area
of corporate responsibility? What implementation
principles and structures encourage the anchoring
of CR? To what extent would the stakeholders like
to be involved in the CR activities? Supported by a
standardised interview guide, over 40 personal inter
views were held with representatives of the most
important stakeholder groups. For this purpose, the
Holding Company had identified seven core groups in
advance. The key factor was who exerted an influence
on the business activities and, conversely, who is
affected by the impacts of the business activities.

SYSTEMATIC STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE
INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER

HANIEL MANAGEMENT BOARD

DIVISIONS

DIRECTORS OF DEPARTMENTS

SHAREHOLDERS (FAMILY)

EMPLOYEES / WORKS COUNCIL

BANKING PARTNERS

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
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As representatives of the Holding Company’s internal
perspectives, the Haniel Management Board, directors
of the corporate departments, selected executive and non-executive staff and the works council
as the employees’ representative were surveyed.
Representatives of the divisions supplemented the
view of the Holding Company from outside. They
play a significant role in Haniel’s creation of value,
as they are themselves responsible for the operating business and interact in their respective markets
with numerous other actors – such as customers and
suppliers. Members of the management or management board and the CR managers were surveyed. In
addition to the shareholders, who as investors with
a long term perspective are committed to the Haniel
family’s understanding of values, banking partners as
lenders of capital and trade associations in the local
and regional environment around the Haniel Holding
Company rounded off the external perspective.
EXPECTATIONS OF STAKEHOLDERS

With the aim of guaranteeing the company’s longterm success and of differentiating it from the
competition, the stakeholders demand that CR is
consistently anchored in the core business. As a
family-owned company, Haniel is already afforded
a “natural” starting advantage as a result of the
focus on values that has already been embodied for
so long – and at the same time it is associated with
high demands: the stakeholders expect the Holding
Company to play a driving role in the area of corporate responsibility. With limitations, however, that are
owed to the particular characteristics of the Haniel
Group. On account of the diversified portfolio and the
decentralised organisational structure, the Holding
Company only sets the contents of the CR priorities.
These are intended to serve as general action areas,
which, however, allow sufficient latitude so that the
divisions can pursue their own targets sensibly tailored
to their individual core business. As a consequence of
the stakeholders’ expectations, the Holding Company
in 2013 developed the CR management approach and
created the CR organisation structure for its successful implementation.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-18

G4-19

G4-26

G4-27

G4-24

G4-25
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MATERIALITY
ANALYSIS
The Haniel Group sets priorities in the field of
r esponsibility using defined action areas. They apply
to all divisions, which round them out at their own
discretion with measures – tailored to the characteristic
features of the individual business model.

The CR action areas were developed in 2013 in the
dialogue with stakeholders: using an extensive selection of the contents of leading standards for sustainability reporting, the respondents prioritised the issues
relevant for Haniel. This resulted in the crystallisation
of three focal points – innovation, value-added chain
and employees. After a group-wide consensus on the
requirements in the three action areas was reached
at the Haniel CR round table, the Haniel Management
Board adopted them as the binding CR framework for
the entire Group.

RELEVANCE ANALYSIS
IMPORTANCE FOR EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

TRAINING AND EDUCATION
EMPLOYEES
INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

SUPPLIERS

VALUE-ADDED
CHAIN

SAFETY
AND HEALTH
EMISSIONS

EFFICIENCY
OF RESOURCES

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS
CONSUMER
PROTECTION

Haniel has interpreted the three action areas based on
the principle according to which the needs of people,
the environment and businesses are harmonised in
such a way that future generations have at least the
same opportunities as their antecedents do today.
Haniel has formulated the requirements in the three
CR priorities as follows:
Employees – Respectful and reliable partnership
for sustainable work conditions
The Haniel Group considers challenges such as
globalisation and demographic change as a joint
mandate for companies and employees. It develops
solutions in their mutual interest in order to meet the
changing conditions in the labour market. The Haniel
Group thus secures the fundamental precondition
for competitiveness, innovation and the long-term

IMPORTANCE FOR INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

s uccess of the companies. As a result, it offers
employees the foundation for employment, social
participation and quality of life.
Value-added chain – High environmental and
s ocial standards in all activities to create v alue
The Haniel Group combines profitability with a high
degree of social and ecological responsibility in all
primary and supporting value-creation activities.
In order to achieve the best “reconciliation of interests”
to the mutual benefit of companies, society and the
environment, it integrates rules, structures and incentive systems systematically into each value-creation
stage. The comprehensive approach also includes
suppliers and customers: The Haniel Group provides
incentives so that environmental and social standards
are also applied in the value chain.
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Innovations – the response to global challenges
and an opportunity for growth
The Haniel Group counters global challenges (climate
change, scarcity of resources, population growth,
demographic change in industrialised nations,
urbanisation in developing and emerging countries,
etc.) with innovative approaches to solutions. In order
to develop new business models, business processes,
services, products and product applications, it
takes existing expertise in unconventional directions
(revolutionary innovation), improves existing solutions
to meet additional requirements (evolutionary innovation) and creates suitable conditions for innovation
(innovation culture).
This GRI report is based on the three CR action areas –
Employees, Value Chain and Innovation – for the last
time, since these are based on the Holding Company’s
first stakeholder survey and materiality analysis from
2013, which is currently under review. This review is
a result of the experiences and further developments
collected by Haniel in recent years in the field of
corporate responsibility, as well as a change in the
CR organisation: The responsibility for coordinating
CR activities in the Holding Company and the Haniel
Group was transferred in 2017 from “Shareholders and
Sustainability” department to Strategic Investment
Controlling. In addition, new external requirements
make an adjustment necessary. This includes in
particular the European Union’s CSR Directive and the
corresponding German implementing legislation.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-18

G4-19
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ENHANCING
VALUE
As a value developer with a long-term investment
strategy, Haniel aims to implement an integrated
approach along the entire value chain in the area of
corporate responsibility – from the investment phase,
through portfolio management all the way through to
divestment. The goal is to anchor corporate responsibility consistently in all stages of Haniel’s creation
of value. The focus here is the area where the Holding
Company enjoys great leverage: in the development
and management of the divisions. The integrated
a pproach allows the Group to gear itself to value and
growth. By integrating CR in existing processes and
structures of the investment and value development
phase, Haniel seeks to exploit potential for further
profitable growth and to support the divisions in
m arket-leading positions over the long term.

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENTS

CR already plays an important role at Haniel in the
development of the investment portfolio. Only those
business models that are able to make a positive
contribution to sustainability, both now and in the
future, are considered. When looking into potential
acquisition targets, social and ecological criteria
are also examined using Haniel’s investment filter
to assess the candidate’s CR profile. Only those
companies which are in line with Haniel’s values are
considered. After a company has been successfully
acquired CR becomes an integral element of the
integration plan. Depending on previously existing
activities, structures and processes are expanded to
anchor CR in the core business.
It is not only when acquiring new business divisions
that Haniel invests with great prudence: The Holding
Company also makes a detailed analysis of the
CR implications of divisions’ investments and acquisitions which are subject to approval. Decisions are
taken on the basis of the Capital Expenditure and
Valuation Guidelines, which require all significant
investments to be assessed in terms of impact on the
CR strategy. The decision-making process for selecting
financial assets for investment of available financial
resources also takes CR considerations into account.
For instance, there is a general ban on certain sectors.
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CR AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
MANAGEMENT DIALOGUE

As a family-equity company, Haniel also provides
impetus in terms of corporate responsibility for portfolio companies, by putting CR on the agenda of the
regular management dialogue between the Haniel
Management Board and the managing directors of
the divisions. In 2017, too, CR was again a subject
of the dialogue at the top level. In this process, the
progress in the targets that had previously been set
was discussed 1. All divisions have made good progress
with the targets that have been set. And on top of the
systematic implementation of CR activities in Haniel’s
action areas, all divisions also constantly reinforce
their commitment to sustainability and transparent
reporting – while setting individual focal areas for
CR in line with their stakeholders’ requirements and
tailored to their own business model. What progress
they have been able to achieve in 2017 is also listed
for each individual division.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

More on the CR management approach and the
CR organisation.
1
The CR target agreement process for 2017 applies to the divisions
 ekaertDeslee, CWS-boco, ELG and TAKKT, which were fully consolidated
B
as at 1 January 2017. Optimar and ROVEMA will be integrated into
the CR control process. No CR targets are agreed with CECONOMY and
METRO as financial investments.

DIVISIONS
BEKAERTDESLEE
BekaertDeslee is a globally leading specialist for
the development and manufacturing of mattress
t extiles. From its headquarters in Belgium, the
c ompany o versees a global network of 22 facilities in
15 c ountries. Its product range primarily c onsists of
woven and knitted textiles that are sold to m attress
m anufacturers in the Americas, Europe and the
A sia-P acific region. BekaertDeslee works together
with its c ustomers to develop and produce mattress
textiles to the customers’ standard of quality in
terms of both design and product features.

Assuming sustainability means offering safe, high-
quality products and ensuring that business activities
are environmentally friendly and socially responsible,
it is an essential part of BekaertDeslee’s basic values
and deeply rooted in the corporate culture through
the following four guiding principles: 1. The conformity
principle; 2. The prevention principle; 3. The Zero-defect
principle; 4. The principle of measuring. In 2017,
BekaertDeslee defined its main CR focus areas after
conducting a wide range of stakeholder interviews
with employees, customers, representatives of the
owner and communities in which the company operates. At the conclusion of this process, the company’s
activities were aligned accordingly and a roadmap was
drawn up: Under the leadership of the top management, an interdisciplinary team prioritises and initiates
sustainability projects along the entire value chain.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 2017 TARGETS

Employees – Health & Safety Management
Health and safety is fundamental for BekaertDeslee.
The company’s top priority is to ensure its employees’
safety at all production units. To that end, a worldwide
reporting system has been established which helps to
ensure transparency. It measures the incidents and
lost working days as result of accidents. In addition,
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it records near misses. This is important for the purpose of training employees to avoid similar incidents.
BekaertDeslee analyses the average figures from the
last 24 months to see whether improvements have
been made or weaknesses have emerged. The Group
had a 3.24 accident rate by the end of 2017 (accidents
x 200,000 / work hours) and a days-absent rate of 0.22
(days absent x 1,000 / work hours). New targets for 2018
are set at 3.19 for accidents and 0.21 for days absent.

EMPLOYEES – HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGEMENT
STATUS 2017

GOALS FOR 2018

3.24

3.19

ACCIDENT RATE

ACCIDENT RATE

accidents x 200,000 / work hours

accidents x 200,000 / work hours

0.22

0.21

DAYS-ABSENT RATE

DAYS-ABSENT RATE

days absent x 1,000 / work hours

days absent x 1,000 / work hours

Value-added chain – Supplier Commitment
85% of BekaertDeslee’s total procurement volume
accounts for yarn procurement. Therefore, the company is focusing on its collaboration with yarn suppliers
along the entire value chain. In order to integrate
sustainability aspects into yarn procurement, the
company has been introducing a supplier declaration
based on the principles of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights since 2016. The project was also launched
in response to increasing requirements by customers:
mattress manufacturers often want to ensure that upstream suppliers have signed a document acknowledging
and accepting the standards in terms of human rights
and working conditions. By the end of 2018, all groupwide yarn suppliers will have signed the BekaertDeslee
supplier declaration. In 2017, 75% were already covered.

VALUE-ADDED CHAIN – SUPPLIER COMMITMENT
2016

STATUS 2017

GOAL FOR 2018

INTRODUCING A
SUPPLIER DECLARATION

75%

OF THE GROUP-WIDE
YARN SUPPLIERS

100%

based on the principles
of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights

have signed

will have signed

OF THE GROUP-WIDE
YARN SUPPLIERS
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Division BekaertDeslee / Division CWS-boco

Innovation – Resource Efficiency
BekaertDeslee ensures that waste and excessive use
of energy are avoided. Should this nevertheless occur,
the company is committed to detecting and rectifying
abuses in a sustainable manner. At its largest location
in Turkey, BekaertDeslee has launched a pilot project
to avoid waste in the production process. Its aim is to

raise employee awareness and thus reduce rejected
goods. In the area of textile finishing, the company
also aims to use resources more efficiently: the
implementation of an innovative finishing technique
is intended to reduce the use of water, chemicals and
energy over the medium term. The goal is to implement this technique at 16 plants by 2019. In 2017, the
new equipment was already operating at 5 locations.

INNOVATION – RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

REDUCE THE USE OF WATER,
CHEMICALS AND ENERGY
through the implementation of an innovative
technique in the area of textile finishing

STATUS 2017

GOAL UNTIL 2019

5

16

LOCATIONS

LOCATIONS

already use the
new equipment

will use
the new equipment

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, please see
www.bekaertdeslee.com/en.

CWS-BOCO
CWS-boco is a full-service provider for textile services
and washroom hygiene solutions. The division is a
leading European provider in the field with a ctivities
in 16 European countries. CWS-boco focuses on the
rental business. The offerings range p rimarily from
collections of workwear to protective and safety
c lothing, modern hygiene solutions such as t owel,
soap and fragrance dispensers, as well as dust control mats. The textiles are properly prepared in the
d ivision’s own laundries using environmentally
friendly p rocesses, and the dispensers are regularly
serviced, both under long-term service contracts.

Reusability is part of the company’s corporate
philosophy. CWS-boco is committed to sustainable business practices, to making efficient use of
resources and respect for people and the environment. The CR strategy and activities are managed
centrally by the Corporate Responsibility department.
In each country office there is a CR Officer who is
responsible for local implementation, assessment and
monitoring of the strategy and projects. A systematic
stakeholder management exercise was undertaken in
2014 to ascertain the most important issues around
sustainability. The results from the various dialogue
formats were evaluated from a strategic viewpoint and
approved by management, with “Customers & Employees”,
“Products & Origin” and “Laundries & Logistics” being
identified as focus areas.
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As of 30 June 2017, CWS-boco acquired significant
Central European activities in the hygiene, workwear and clean room segments from Rentokil Initial.
CWS-boco’s business in 16 countries and Initial’s
activities in 10 European countries were combined
when the joint venture was established. A new
company thus exists under the umbrella of the
CWS-boco group, which requires an adjustment of
the CR strategy: The division will validate focus areas,
harmonise indicators and define new target levels in
2018. For this reason, the latter are set aside in the
current report and the reported figures do not yet
include Initial’s activities.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 2017 TARGETS

Employees – Workplace Safety
A good and safe working environment is crucial for
employee satisfaction and performance. CWS-boco
therefore constantly works to identify workplace risks
and reduce them to the furthest extent possible. In
2016 these risk assessment activities covered 90%
of all employees working in operations across seven
national companies. The workplace health and safety
management systems in eight national companies are
currently certified under OHSAS (Occupational Health
and Safety Assessment Series). Employees also receive
training at national level. There is regular training on
health and safety in the facilities and service drivers
undergo driver safety training. In 2017 the accident
rate was 4.09 (2016: 4.52).

EMPLOYEES – WORKPLACE SAFETY
STATUS 2016

STATUS 2017

4.52

4.09

ACCIDENT RATE

ACCIDENT RATE

Value-added chain – Water Efficiency
With the objective of using as little freshwater as
possible per washing, the company’s own laundries are
operated with high-efficiency technologies for reusing
water and recycling waste water. The SmartLine
concept, for instance, focuses on using a large number of small machines instead of large machines,

enabling a more targeted use of resources and better
documentation and analysis of resource consumption data. Flotation technology also efficiently filters
dirt particles from the wash water, producing cleaner
waste water. In 2017, water consumption – aggregated
for the categories of Towel Rolls, Workwear and
Dust control mats – per kilogramme of laundry was
6.85 litres (2016: 7.02 l / kg)

VALUE-ADDED CHAIN – WATER EFFICIENCY
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

STATUS 2016

7.02

6.85

WATER CONSUMPTION

WATER CONSUMPTION

l / kg laundry

USE WATER EFFICIENTLY
consuming as little freshwater as possible
for a clean washing result, reusing water
and recycling waste water

STATUS 2017

l / kg laundry
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Innovation – Product Quality and Certification
As rental products are intended for a long lifecycle,
they undergo intensive testing before being brought
into CWS-boco’s product range. The company also
subsequently checks their quality at all stages of the
service cycle. In addition to durability, potential health
and safety risks are also among the criteria used.
As CWS-boco develops a number of its products itself,
the company can have a big influence on the environmental and social sustainability of its product portfolio
from the source onwards, for instance by using fair
trade certified cotton for workwear. Since the introduction of the first collection at the beginning of 2016,
160,000 items have been produced and three additional
collections have been introduced.

INNOVATION – PRODUCT QUALITY AND CERTIFICATION
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

STATUS 2017

160,000
4
FAIR TRADE ITEMS PRODUCED

OFFER CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
using cotton from fair trade
certified cultivation for workwear

FAIR TRADE COLLECTIONS INTRODUCED

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, see
www.cws-boco.com/en-US/sustainability-0.
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ELG
ELG is a global leader in the trading, processing
and recycling of raw materials for the stainless
steel industry as well as high performance materials
such as superalloys, titanium and carbon fibres.
With 50 l ocations in North America, Europe, Asia
and Australia, the division has one of the industry’s
l argest global networks. ELG’s customers receive the
material in exactly the composition they need for
further processing – just in time and in accordance
with the high quality standards as certified by the
customer. ELG delivers secondary raw materials that
are checked for quality and adapted to the customer’s
needs. The recycling business is a material part of the
service spectrum: production waste is recycled and
returned to the customer in optimal quality within
a closed-loop cycle.

As a recycling business, sustainability is firmly
anchored in ELG’s business model and corporate
philosophy. Promoting responsibility among employees,
ethical business practices and strong partnerships
with stakeholders are also a focal point of operations. In 2013 ELG therefore carried out a stakeholder
dialogue, which demonstrated which sustainability
issues are of particular importance for the company
and its stakeholders, as well as for employees,
customers, suppliers, banks and Haniel as a shareholder.
The various topics were brought together under four
priority areas – “Operational Focus”, “Compliance
Focus”, “Employee Focus” and “Commercial Focus” –
and a number of initiatives were set up. Many of the
measures carried out under these priority areas were
initiated by local management, with CR officers in
head office coordinating, monitoring progress and
communicating developments.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 2017 TARGETS

Employees – Health and Safety
As a result of ELG’s business model some employees
are exposed to potential risks at scrap locations.
Site managers therefore give high priority to worker
protection. To prevent workplace accidents, potential
sources of risk are identified and appropriate safeguards and countermeasures put in place. Based on
the activity performed, employees are obliged to wear
the necessary protective personal equipment and
to participate in regular safety training. In 2015 ELG
initiated the Health & Safety PLUS project to establish
a modern health and safety management system.
Firstly, data on accidents, absences and employee
turnover was collected and analysed. To reduce the
number of workplace accidents and absences as far as
possible a number of measures have been put in place,
including awareness raising campaigns. ELG achieved
the goal it set itself for 2017 of reducing the number
of days absent to 7.5 per fulltime employee per year
and is working continually on reducing the number of
workplace accidents from 18 per million work hours in
2017 to 15 per million.

EMPLOYEES – DAYS ABSENT
STATUS 2017

7.5

days absent / full-time employee
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Value-added chain – CO 2-Emissions
ELG wants the impact of the recycling business on the
environment to be transparent. To this end, together
with Fraunhofer UMSICHT the company conducted a
study to determine the carbon impact of its global
operations. With the results, ELG is able to quantify
the contribution which the secondary raw materials it
provides in the four largest product groups make to
lowering greenhouse gases. Stainless steel accounts
for the majority of ELG’s operations, with a relatively
low carbon footprint for the company. Customers

can make the biggest difference – by increasing the
proportion of scrap in their products and therefore
their order volume from ELG. In comparison with using
primary raw materials, ELG’s recycling activities led
to savings of 4,408 million tonnes of CO2 in 2017.
At the same time, the study identifies approaches for
reducing CO2-emissions resulting from the company’s
own business activities. Photovoltaic installations
generate electricity for buildings and for charging
hybrid vehicles. A number of diesel cranes were also
exchanged for electric cranes in 2017 and several
locations switched to LED lighting.

VALUE-ADDED CHAIN – CO2-EMISSIONS
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

STATUS 2017

4,408
m t CO2

REINFORCE THE USE OF SECONDARY RAW MATERIALS

SAVED AT THE CUSTOMER

By increasing the proportion of scrap in their products
and therefore their order volume from ELG, customers reduce
the carbon footprint of their products

Innovation – Carbon fibre recycling
ELG continues to push ahead with the still young
carbon fibre recycling market segment: the British
subsidiary ELG Carbon Fibre has for several years been
testing innovative processes with the aim of developing new product forms for potential sales markets and
thus to feed the recycled carbon back into the goods

in comparison with using
primary raw materials

cycle. After ELG Carbon Fibre has worked successfully
since 2016 on the development of carbon mats for the
production of car bodies in the vehicles manufacturing industry, the first prototype containing materials
from ELG Carbon Fibre was introduced in September
2017 at the “Goodwood Festival of Speed” automotive
trade show.

INNOVATION – CARBON FIBRE RECYCLING
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

SINCE 2016

SEPTEMBER 2017

SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT

FIRST PROTOTYPE

TEST INNOVATIVE PROCESSES
with the aim of developing new product forms and thus
to feed the recycled carbon back into the goods cycle

of carbon mats for the
production of car bodies

containing materials
from ELG Carbon Fibre
introduced
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THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, please see
www.elg.de/en/sustainability.html.

OPTIMAR
Optimar is a global leader for automated fish
p rocessing systems for use on ships, on land and in
fish farms. These premium systems are produced
by the division and either installed independently
or in c onnection with third-party solutions. As a
full-s ervice provider, Optimar also offers ancillary
p roducts and services. The company delivers to international customers in more than 30 countries.

The division has been part of Haniel’s portfolio
since December 2017. In line with the Haniel
investment filter, the company was already evaluated
based on CR criteria prior to acquisition. Based on
the findings in the due diligence process, the further
integration of Optimar also takes into account the
Haniel Holding Company’s requirement that there be
a professional CR management approach in place:
prioritising the main CR issues, deriving on that basis
an individualised CR programme with objectives and
measures, and ensuring that the programme is implemented by establishing appropriate CR management.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, please see
www.optimar.no.
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ROVEMA

TAKKT

ROVEMA is a premium provider of packaging
m achines and equipment. The company’s product
portfolio includes solutions for the entire spectrum
of primary and secondary packaging: dosing, vertical
form fill and seal (VFFS), cartoning and final packaging machines. The offering is supplemented by a
v ariety of different services. The company is present
is more than 50 countries.

TAKKT brings together a portfolio of B2B mail-order
specialists for business equipment in Europe and
North America. Each company follows an e ssentially
comparable business model, but with a different
f ocus with respect to customer groups, product lines,
regions or distribution channels. The sales brands
concentrate mainly on the sale of durable, price-s table
equipment as well as special items for recurring use
to corporate customers. The product range comprises
operating and warehouse equipment, office furniture, transport packaging, display products as well
as equipment for the restaurant sector and retail
g rocery trade.

The division has been part of Haniel’s portfolio
since November 2017. In line with the Haniel
investment filter, the company was already evaluated
based on CR criteria prior to acquisition. Based on
the findings in the due diligence process, the further
integration of ROVEMA also takes into account the
Haniel Holding Company’s requirement that there be
a professional CR management approach in place:
prioritising the main CR issues, deriving on that basis
an individualised CR programme with objectives and
measures, and ensuring that the programme is implemented by establishing appropriate CR management.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, please see
www.rovema.com/en.

At TAKKT profitable growth and sustainability go
hand in hand. The company-wide SCORE “Sustainable
Corporate Responsibility” programme lays the
foundation for coordinating sustainable business
management measures across all segments and
for implementing those measures in day-to-day
operations. In 2016 TAKKT developed its sustainability
strategy for the coming years. The focus areas of
Sourcing, Marketing, Logistics, Resources & Climate,
Employees and Society were originally defined in
2011 and reconfirmed in a stakeholder dialogue with
employees, customers, suppliers, banks and shareholders. As part of the same process the key issues
were identified, assessed and corresponding measures
for implementation and progress developed. Having
an established system of indicators is an important
instrument to ensure that progress is measurable
and transparent.
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 2017 TARGETS

Employees – Social Commitment
TAKKT sees social commitment as an important
component of corporate responsibility. The company
sees itself as part of society and therefore feels it
is important to support local projects. Alongside
organisations and associations working on environmental and social issues, the company also supports
volunteering on the part of its employees. Through
paid leave, employees have the possibility to provide
both material and conceptual support to projects
on the ground. Around 65.7% of employees had this
opportunity in 2017, with around 15.1% actually taking
part in volunteering projects. The targets of offering
paid leave for volunteering to 55 – 60% of employees
by 2020 and of 8 – 12% of employees volunteering by
2020 have therefore already been achieved.

Haniel Corporate Responsibility Report 2017 / CR / ENHANCING VALUE / Division TAKKT
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VALUE-ADDED CHAIN – SOCIAL COMMITMENT
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

STATUS 2017

15.1%

SUPPORT VOLUNTEERING
ON THE PART OF EMPLOYEES

OF EMPLOYEES

took part in local volunteering projects

offering paid leave to provide both material
and conceptual support on the ground

Value-added chain – Supplier Assessment
TAKKT develops long-term partnerships with responsible
suppliers – as a foundation for shared growth. To
transparently map the relevant aspects of sustainability in suppliers’ business models and identify
potential improvements, TAKKT cooperates with the
internationally recognised EcoVadis platform. The
four areas analysed by the EcoVadis evaluation are
“Environment”, “Social”, “Ethics” and “Supply Chain”.
Strengths under the “Environmental” category might
include environmentally friendly driver training, lownoise cars and appropriate disposal procedures. Low
accident rates and the presence of trade union members, for instance, would be positively evaluated under

“Social”. Under “Supply Chain”, a negative point would
include a case where the human rights respected in
a supplier’s production facilities are not also in place
for its own suppliers. TAKKT’s product managers can
see the results in an online portal, make proposals for
improvements to suppliers and draw up development
plans. The evaluation programme was successfully
tested in 2013 and has since been gradually expanded.
The procurement volume from suppliers certified
by EcoVadis was 46.8% in 2017. The objective is to
increase this to 50 – 60% by 2020. TAKKT also uses
the EcoVadis platform to assess suppliers for direct
imports, with 39.8% being certified in 2017 and the
objective being for 40% to be certified by 2020.

VALUE-ADDED CHAIN – SUPPLIER ASSESSMENT
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

USE ECOVADIS EVALUATION
to transparently map the relevant aspects of
sustainability at suppliers, identify potential
developments and make proposals for improvements

STATUS 2017

GOAL UNTIL 2020

up to

39.8%

40.0%

for direct imports
certified

for direct imports
will be certified

OF SUPPLIERS

OF SUPPLIERS
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Innovation – Resource Efficiency
Printed advertising such as catalogues are a central
medium for addressing customers in direct marketing.
However, they also account for the majority of TAKKT’s
CO2-emissions. TAKKT therefore works exclusively
with efficient, modern printing companies. To produce
printed advertising, paper almost exclusively from
sustainably managed forests (FSC/PEFC) is used.
With the evolution of the business model towards a
multi-channel company with an integrated offering
combining traditional catalogue-based mail order with
an online offering and, where appropriate, telephone
sales and field representatives, TAKKT improves its
marketing approach on an ongoing basis. The company
is systematically expanding e-commerce, increasing
the efficiency of customer-oriented marketing and
saving resources by reducing the use of paper. In 2017,
TAKKT used approximately 5.4 kg of paper per order,
thereby already reaching its 2020 goal of 6.0 – 6.5 kg.

INNOVATION – RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
STATUS 2017

FINANCIAL
INVESTMENTS
No CR targets were agreed with the financial
i nvestments CECONOMY and METRO in the Group
action areas. The companies continue to pursue
their commitments independently and each have
their own CR organisation and strategy.

CECONOMY
CECONOMY empowers life in the digital world. The
sustainability approach adopted by the MediaMarkt
Saturn Retail Group, the largest investment, is closely
tied to the vision and strategy of CECONOMY. Media
MarktSaturn derives sustainability goals in various
dimensions of action from this mission. Since the
demerger of the METRO GROUP, CECONOMY AG has
been developing its own CR strategy. The results
of this process will be included in the company’s
sustainability report.
For more information, go to
www.ceconomy.de/en/sustainability/.

5.4 kg
paper per order

METRO

USED,
thereby already reaching the 2020 goal

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

For further information, please see
www.takkt.de/en/sustainability.

METRO’s objective is to generate added value for
its customers, while concurrently reducing negative
impacts. At METRO, sustainability encompasses every
individual aspect of behaviour and is firmly integrated
into the corporate strategy. In order to live up to its
objective the financial investment has embedded sustainability in its core business, thus ensuring that whenever
economic and environmental or social considerations
affect one another, overlaps are dealt with in an efficient, solution-oriented way. The retail group describes
its broad CR commitment along the value chain in the
Corporate Responsibility report and on its website
www.metroag.de/en/responsibility.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21
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LIVING OUT
VALUES
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH has been owned by the
H aniel family for over 260 years – and it has successfully shaped change for the same amount of time:
founded in 1756 as a trader in colonial goods, today it
manages a diversified portfolio from its headq uarters
in Duisburg. Alongside this dynamic approach, f irmly
anchored principles provide direction and ensure
that the company maintains a good balance: the
H aniel values, which are borne by the owner family
and the management alike. They stand for what H aniel
has successfully achieved in the past and for what
c haracterises its action in the present – the ability to
combine a sense of community and a sense of business throughout generations.

SHARED CANON OF VALUES
THINKING IN GENERATIONS

Our history as a family enterprise that
has been successful for centuries shapes
our long-term thoughts and actions.

ACTING IN AN
ENTREPRENEURIAL MANNER

We stand out at all corporate levels
by acting in a forward-looking manner
with a pronounced desire to create.

CREATING VALUE

Our sustained value-enhancing corporate
management ensures our economic
success – which both obliges and enables
us to create social value.

ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY

We consider it our duty to bring
economic, environmental and social
objectives into harmony.

SHAPING CHANGE

SUPPORT OUR STAFF

We see change as an opportunity for
sustained growth – but instead of allowing
ourselves to be led by events, we actively
shape markets.

To enable our staff to contribute their
creativity and skills to corporate success
in the best possible manner, we both
challenge and encourage them by means
of trusting dialogue.
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Business divisions and employees are committed to
the Haniel values at all levels: they serve as a compass
and indicate the direction in which Haniel would like to
develop. That is why it is important that the employees
possess a uniform understanding of values and are
guided by the same principles of behaviour. These are
laid down in the code of conduct, which the company
reviewed and updated for all employees in 2014. The
divisions also issue comparable regulations on this basis. Among other things, the code of conduct is aligned
with the ten principles of the UN Global Compact.
By signing up to this initiative of the United Nations,
Haniel has undertaken to comply with the principles
in the areas of human rights, labour standards, environmental protection and combating corruption and to
see that they are disseminated. The divisions are also
members of the UN Global Compact or are committed
to its guiding principles.
Corporate responsibility is taken to mean in the
company today what Franz Haniel, who gave his name
to the company, exemplified in the 19th century
through his own life as an “honourable businessman”.
He invested with foresight in promising businesses while at the same time bearing in mind the
welfare of his employees and of the company. This
latter consideration remains even today a key pillar
of the CR strategy. As a family-owned company,
Haniel assumes responsibility for its employees and
ensures that they can develop their skills and abilities.
Moreover, the employees’ awareness of the need
to protect resources and the environment is raised,
while each and every individual’s responsibility in
thought and action requires them to commit themselves to more sustainability in the day-to-day business. The shared self-perception of the Haniel family
and of the company understands that economic
success imposes a requirement to provide added social
value. That is why Haniel traditionally plays an active
role at its location in Duisburg as a corporate citizen.

LIVING OUT VALUES
AT HOLDING
COMPANY LEVEL –
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR EMPLOYEES
Haniel considers challenges such as globalisation,
demographic change and digitalisation as issues to
be tackled jointly by the Company and its employees.
The Holding Company devises solutions to changing
labour market conditions which are in the mutual
interest of and agreed on by the Company and its
e mployees. Haniel thereby ensures that it meets the
basic prerequisites for competitiveness, innovation
and long-term success.
EMPLOYEE REVIEW

Haniel engages in an open, trusting dialogue with
employees in the Holding Company. To obtain
feedback on employee commitment and satisfaction, the Holding Company conducts a staff survey
every two years, most recently in 2016. The overall
results were communicated to all employees and
results specific to the centralised departments were
discussed with management and measures taken
where appropriate. Employees also have an annual
employee review with their manager where they
discuss their personal strengths and set development
goals, for instance to take part in seminars and training at the Haniel Academy.
WORKING CONDITIONS

In addition to an attractive remuneration package,
Haniel offers employees of the Holding Company a
number of additional benefits to increase employee
satisfaction, including childcare allowances and an
employer-funded pension. To provide for a better
work-life balance, Haniel staff can work flexible hours.
In terms of healthcare services, a range of checkups and sports courses are provided, some of which
are free of charge. The Haniel Academy also offers
training on health and stress management. To receive
support in dealing with especially difficult changes in
their personal or professional life, virtually all Haniel
Group employees in Germany can make use of a family
advice service.

Haniel Corporate Responsibility Report 2017 / CR / LIVING OUT VALUES /
Living out values at Holding Company level – Responsibility for employees
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 evelopment and networking among executives
d
throughout the entire Group. The Haniel Academy
plays a key role here with its tailored development
programmes in the Haniel Leadership Curriculum,
which enable rising talent, managers and executives
to further develop their leadership potential. The
Group-wide Academy programme tackles current
challenges and key issues such as agility and
flexibility of companies in a dynamic environment,
for instance through training on digital skills.

HANIEL ACADEMY

Haniel employees are supported in developing their
technical and personal skills and in reaching their
full potential. The company’s own management
centre, the Haniel Academy, offers a broad range
of training courses. The Holding Company also has
the responsibility of selecting and developing senior
management for the divisions. Haniel therefore
fosters professionalisation, continued professional

EMPLOYEES OF THE HANIEL HOLDING COMPANY
MALE

FEMALE

REPORTING DATE: 31.12.2017 (HEADCOUNT)

EMPLOYEES WITH
PERMANENT CONTRACTS

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
99

98

2017

98

FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
99

97

2015

2015

2015
104

111

EXECUTIVE STAFF

102

103

108

27 2

72

96

99

2017

2015

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYEES
SUBJECT TO A COLLECTIVE
WAGE AGREEMENT

2015
78

109

104

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

85%
G4-10

2017
2015
87%

98

2017

2015
26 2

75

EMPLOYEES WITH HEADQUARTERS
IN GERMANY

NON-EXECUTIVE STAFF

2017

59

2017

2017

G4-11

G4-20

G4-21

111
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LIVING OUT VALUES
AT HOLDING
COMPANY LEVEL –
RESPONSIBILITY
IN THOUGHT AND
ACTION
As the portfolio manager, Haniel enjoys great leverage when it comes to reducing the ecological impacts
at the divisions, in the hands of which the operating
business lies. Nevertheless, the Holding Company

also initiates a variety of measures in order to reduce
the ecological and social impacts of its own business a ctivities.
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

The Holding Company uses natural resources expediently
and economically to ensure that its operations have
as little impact on the environment as possible.
Accordingly, awareness among the employees of the
importance of this principle is raised accordingly.
Haniel is also committed to disseminating and applying
environmentally friendly technologies. For instance,
a heating and cooling system has been installed at
the Company headquarters which since 2016 has
consumed at least 15 per cent less energy annually
compared to 2014. In 2013 the Holding Company
introduced a green car policy which takes CO2 limits
into account when new vehicles are purchased.

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

SINCE 2016

USE NATURAL RESOURCES ECONOMICALLY,

ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
COMPARED TO 2014

–15%

inter alia, by installing a heating and
cooling system at the Company headquarters

SUPPLIERS

In its role as a strategic Holding Company, Franz
Haniel & Cie. GmbH procures goods exclusively for
non-trading purposes, such as office supplies, IT equipment and company cars. A variety of criteria apply
when selecting suppliers: in addition to the price,
the quality of the products and the processing of the
order play an important role. The Holding Company
additionally prefers to use internal Group suppliers.
The purchasing policy of the Holding Company ensures
that minimum requirements are complied with in
purchasing and tendering processes. When procuring
goods and services, attention is additionally paid to
the protection of the environment and the conservation of resources – for example in the selsection of
power suppliers: since 2013, the Holding Company has
procured 100 per cent of its electricity from renewable
energy sources.

INNOVATION: RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
SINCE 2013

100%

ELECTRICITY FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-12

G4-20

G4-21
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LIVING OUT VALUES
AT HOLDING
COMPANY LEVEL –
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR SOCIETY
In accordance with the Haniel values, the Holding
Company also makes a social commitment beyond
the core business. As a corporate citizen, it provides
financial, factual and ideal support for initiatives
and projects at its location in Duisburg – with the
goal of increasing the quality of life in the city and
creating long-term benefits for the region. In order to
achieve more through a combined effort and to b undle
skills together, Haniel works together with strong
partners here.
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SOCIAL IMPACT LAB

In cooperation with non-profit organisation Social
Impact gGmbH, the Prof. Otto Beisheim Foundation and the KfW Foundation, in 2015 Haniel set
up an start-up lab for social entrepreneurs. This
provides start-ups with business ideas tackling social
challenges with a bursary including professional
advice, coaching, workshops and the necessary working infrastructure. Haniel also believes that corporate
responsibility means enabling staff to make a productive contribution to society through their know-how
and skills. Specialist staff and managers can therefore volunteer as mentors in the start-up lab and
support beneficiaries with their advice and expertise.
As of 31 December 2017, 46 start-ups had already
commenced or completed this programme. 24 companies have resulted from this incubator, 21 of which
are still on the market.
You can find more information on the Social Impact
Lab Duisburg on the website.

SOCIAL IMPACT LAB
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

START-UP LAB FOR SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURS IN DUISBURG
start-ups with business ideas
tackling social challenges
are supported

PROMOTING EDUCATION

The Company and the Haniel Foundation in Duisburg work hand in hand in promoting education: in
2010 the cooperation project “Bildung als Chance”
(“Education as Opportunity”) was established
together with Ashoka Deutschland and the three social
entrepreneurs apeiros e.V., Chancenwerk e.V. and
Teach First Deutschland. All three initiatives pursue
the same objective with their individual approaches:
to break down barriers to education and to provide
schoolchildren with a path to a successful future.
The project now covers 23 schools in Duisburg,

STATUS 2017

46

24

21

START-UPS

COMPANIES

COMPANIES

had commenced
or completed this
programme

have resulted
from this incubator

are still
on the market

r eaching around 2,000 schoolchildren per year. In
addition to its focus on educational opportunities,
the Haniel Foundation also concentrates on supporting young people by provi-ding a variety of bursary
programmes to talented future leaders, to help
change society through sustainable ideas and creative
approaches and to foster ethical entrepreneurship.
1,600 future leaders have been supported with
bursaries thus far.
You can find more information on the commitment of
the Haniel Foundation on the website.
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PROMOTING EDUCATION
THE WAY TO MORE SUSTAINABILITY

COOPERATION PROJECT
“EDUCATION AS OPPORTUNITY”
breaks down barriers to education
and provides schoolchildren
with a path to a successful future

SITE RESPONSIBILITY

In addition to the commitment described above, Haniel
also champions a great many initiatives and projects
at its business location. For example, together with
the Deutsche Oper am Rhein, the City of Duisburg
and the Duisburg Philharmonic, the Holding Company
organises the Haniel Klassik Open Air concert every
two years. This allowed the Company to offer the
residents of Duisburg free access to high culture while
enabling the music venues to reach new target groups.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-20

G4-21

STATUS 2017
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2,000

covered

reached per year

SCHOOLS IN DUISBURG

SCHOOLCHILDREN
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ABOUT THE
CR REPORT
This report is the third Corporate Responsibility Report
to be published by Haniel and has been drawn up
“in accordance” with the “core” GRI G4. The period under
review relates to the 2017 calendar year, with the cutoff date for collecting the data being 31 December 2017.

An external audit has not been conducted. The
printed version of the first Haniel CR report, Valued
Bonds, was published on 28 April 2014. Reporting in
accordance with the GRI guidelines is carried out every
two years. In addition, Haniel reports transparently
on the progress it is making in its CR activities every
year in its annual report. The Holding Company has
the basic expectation that the divisions develop
CR strategies tailored to their own business model
and that divisions exceeding a certain progress report
transparently on their results in sustainability reports
in accordance with the GRI guidelines.
If you have any questions about corporate responsibility
at Haniel, please contact responsibility@haniel.de.

This report is ’In Accordance’ with the GRI G4 Guidelines – Core option. The report was submitted for the
GRI Materiality Disclosure Service, and GRI confirmed
the correctness of the locations of the G4 materiality
disclosures (G4-17 – G4-27).
For further information, please see PDF
GRI-Content Index.

THIS SECTION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
GRI INDICATORS:

G4-28

G4-29

G4-32

G4-33

G4-30

G4-31
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Contact / Publication details

Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Franz-Haniel-Platz 1
47119 Duisburg
Germany
Telephone + 49 203 806 – 0
info@haniel.de
www.haniel.de/en

ELG Haniel GmbH
Kremerskamp 16
47138 Duisburg
Germany
Telephone + 49 203 4501 – 0
info@elg.de
www.elg.de

TAKKT AG
Presselstraße 12
70191 Stuttgart
Germany
Telephone + 49 711 3465 – 80
service@takkt.de
www.takkt.com

BekaertDeslee Holding NV
Deerlijkseweg 22
8790 Waregem
Belgium
Telephone + 32 56 62 41 11
info@bekaertdeslee.com
www.bekaertdeslee.com

Optimar International AS
Valderøyvegen 1129
6050 Valderøy
Norway
Telephone + 47 70 10 80 00
info@optimar.no
www.optimar.no

METRO AG
Metro-Straße 1
40235 Düsseldorf
Germany
Telephone + 49 211 6886 – 4252
presse@metro.de
www.metroag.de/en

CWS-boco International GmbH
Franz-Haniel-Platz 6 – 8
47119 Duisburg
Germany
Telephone + 49 203 987165 – 8000
info@cws-boco.com
www.cws-boco.com

ROVEMA International GmbH
Industriestraße 1
35463 Fernwald
Germany
Telephone + 49 641 409 – 0
info@rovema.de
www.rovema.com/en

CECONOMY AG
Benrather Straße 18 – 20
40213 Düsseldorf
Germany
Telephone + 49 211 5408 – 7000
info@ceconomy.de
www.ceconomy.de/en

Responsible for the content
Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Franz-Haniel-Platz 1
47119 Duisburg
Germany
Telephone + 49 203 806 – 0
info@haniel.de
www.haniel.de/en

Consulting, Concept & Design
Silvester Group
www.silvestergroup.com

haniel.de/en

Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH
Franz-Haniel-Platz 1
47119 Duisburg
Germany
Telephone +49 203 806 – 0
info@haniel.de
www.haniel.de/en

You also find the Haniel
Corporate Responsibility Report online:
http://haniel-cr2017.corporate-report.com/en

